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WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

FOURTH MEETING WCED/85/27/Part II
Sao Paulo. Brazil
25 October - 4 November 1985

To: Members of the World Commission on
Environment and Development

From: Peter Stone
Director of Information

Date: 17 October 1985

Re: Final Report (Popular) - FR(P)

Commissioners will recall that at their last
meeting under Item 8 of the Provisional Agenda the
readership and format of the Final Report was
discussed. A key concept was the division of the
potential readership into two: those who will have
to read the report because of their job, and those
who might be induced to read the report if it were
to be specially packaged and presented. This led
to the proposed twin-track approach with different
versions of the report for the different
readerships. This note concerns that proposed
version dubbed Final Report (Popular), FR(P).

The Secretariat understood that it had the
qualified approval of the Commission to take the
FR(P) to a further stage of exploration. In
particular, the Commission wished for assurances
that the FR(P) was not to be a "coffee table book
for the rich", and that the approach encompassed
deliberate outreach to poorer sections of the
world's population.

Accordingly, a good faith agreement was made with a
book packager known to one of the Commission's
senior advisors and recommended by him.
Discussions on the concept were held and a
tentative outline was proposed. This was canvassed
at the Frankfurt Book Fair 9-14 October.



Most of the basic sections of the book need to be
started as soon after the Sao Paulo meeting as
possible, given an allowance of time to set up a
suitable financial and copyright agreement with
the packager first of all. The need for urgency
arises from the fact that, with publication of
the FR(0) in the first three months of 1987,
there are effectively only 12 months left for
completion to the state of camera-ready copy
assuming an FR(P) launch date not too much
later. Outreach to a) strip cartoonists b)
children's book publishers and c) the education
market depends on the availability of the basic
artwork and text outlines in a form which will
function as raw material for development in the
appropriate way.

Outreach by cartoon strip was discussed with
Syndication International. There are a number of
possible options but the most workable one
appears to be the following. Forty strips of
five frames each designed to run for two months
in popular daily papers could be commissioned at
a cost around $150 per strip, given already
elaborated source materials in graphic form. A
sample (See attached example) could be
incorporated in a brochure which would then be
mailed to target newspapers with the assistance
of Gemini News Service. This is a news agency
which specializes in news features and graphics
for Third World newspapers. The brochure would
invite newspapers to order the cartoons in
advance on pre-payment of postage by
international reply coupon and by pledging to
send cuttings. The target starting date for
publication would be the same as the date of
release of the FR(0). The cost of this outreach
should be in the region of $10,000. A list of
countries with client newspapers who regularly
take the graphics of Gemini is attached together
with a sample of the kind of cartoon that might
be envisaged. The Commission would no doubt wish
to provide translation into certain languages if
it looks likely that market penetration would be
helped thereby. A supplementary distribution
would be organized by the Secretariat.

Countries covered by existinci Gemini
distribution: Australia. Bahrein, Bahama.
Bangladesh, Barbados, Bermuda, Botswana, Canada.
China, Cyprus, Dubal, Fiji, Finland, West
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Jamaica,
Kenya, Kuwait, Lesotho, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Netherlands. Nigeria, Norway, Oman. Pakistan,
Papua New Guinea, Quatar, Singapore, Solom
Island, Senegal, Sri Lanka, South Africa,
Swaziland, Sweden, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey,
Uganda, U.K., U.S.A. Vanuatu, Zambia.



In the realm of children's books (see attached
TJsborne example) many of the economic pressures
visible in publishing for adult readerships are
also in force. In the quest for high sales
figures publishers have turned to the
exploitation of graphics and bright
illustration. These requirements lead in turn to
high costs which can be reduced only on
international co-production.

At Frankfurt brief discussions were held with a
number of possible lead agents for an
international publication. Particular interest
was shown by one company from which a sample
publication (in Spanish) is on display. It is
unlikely that the floor age for the effective
communication of some of the concepts likely to
feature in the Final Report can be brought below
11 years . A pre-condition for outreach in this
area is again the availability of artwork and
text from the FR(P) in good time.

In the area of educational publishing early
exploration indicated that completed source
material is essential. Spreads from the Gala
Atlas of Planet Management, for example, have
still not attracted a wall chart publisher. One
discouraging question put by formal educational
publishers asks what syllabus the proposed
publication would refer to.

Other areas of outreach mentioned to
Commissioners at Oslo such as cheaper versions of
the original FR(P) involving; black and white
graphics, cheaper paper stocks, the possibility
of government subsidy in local currency for
locally printed editions, and part work versions
have not been further explored. We have no more
than the assertions of personalities in the
publishing world that these are feasible and
commonly done. Newspapers, a little more
up-market than those to whom strip cartoons are
proposed, would be canvassed for interest in
double page spreads (probably five in number) as
a separate exercise by the Secretariat. Graphics
from the FR(P) would be re-drawn.

The core of the activities which contribute to
the outreach of the Commission's Final Report in
a written form (excluding TV or radio) remains
the FR(P) concept. A draft outline of the
contents of this is attached an Annex 1. This
outline was used in discussions with interested
publishers at Frankfurt. As of 13 October one
publisher had expressed a strong interest in the
book packager's proposition which the latter
regarded as a favourable sign.
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It should be noted that the introductory sections
I through III are needed for a popular audience
but are not necessary for the more official text
FR(0).

It is not possible to be precise about the date
of publication. Even the question of whether it
is desirable for it to be (a) simultaneous with
the FR(0) publication; (b) ten days later to
coincide with the projected satellite global
village TV transmission or (c) later still as a
stand-alone event or (d) linked with an advocacy
meeting of the Commission in a national capital,
has not been discussed since the whole project is
still hypothetical.

Expenditures made so far have been paid by the
packager on the basis of a good faith agreement
with the Secretariat.

It should be noted that the commercial viability
of the project will be closely linked with the
extent to which the FR(0) arouses interest and
controversy itself. The Chairman's remark in a
news agency interview that the report "is not
going to be like a UN negociated document for 150
countries, where every sentence is watered down"
has been most helpful in arousing interest.

The proposed mandate of the FR(P) is added to
remind Commissioners of the need for a free
though responsible hand in the preparation of
this publication viz. "This book has grown out
of the need to communicate the work of the World
Commission on Environment and Development to a
wide readership. Priority has been given to the
presentation of the broad issues in as vivid a
way as possible and this has entailed some
sacrifice of detail, nuance and the introduction
of extra background. It has also sometimes
involved radical simplification. Text from the
official report, quotations from WCED's working
documents and all the final recommendations are
clearly identified. Translations from the
English language original are unofficial."

It is difficult at this stage in the planning to
arrive at an exact estimation of cost to the
Commission for production of the FR(P). You will
note that, in order to allow flexibility in the
forward planning of the FR(P). a budget line of
US $ 100.000 has been allocated to the Final
Report Popular in the new budget projection
presented to the Commission (WCED/85/88). Should



the FD(P) prove successful from a commercial
point of view. "front-end funds" spent by the
Commission out of that budget line for its
production would be recouped from sales income
and then utilised to finance the production of
other language versions. Arrangements under
consideration involve the part-time employment of
a liaison officer/manager to represent the
Commission's interest and to write many of the
expository parts of the text using Commission
documentation. This individual would be paid by
the Commission. It should be noted in
parenthesis that the degree of control exercised
by the Commission in the FR(P) will be far more
than that possible in the television enterprises
in which the Commission's financial participation
is effectively nil.

17. Commissioners should budget a small amount of
their time in the first months of 1987 to
participate in the launch and promotion of the
appropriate version of the FR(P) in their
countries. The setting for such events would be
quite different from that appropriate for the
FR(0) q.v.

W/0196e/ep



SECTION 1

The Fragility of the Earth

The environment is the soil, the air, the water, and the
climate. It is not timeless and constant like the sun but
has shown its fragility in the past. The civilizations
which abused it crashed and the people became
environmental refugees long before the term was "invented".

Great changes in the past - Ghengiz Khan's home now
desert - The Wolkwanderung of pre-history - The
Drying of the Steppes causing migration, the crash
of civilizations - Mesopotamia - Maya.

The climate can change - how Krakatoa destroyed the
summer.

Warming and Flooding - The likely rise in global
temperature with trace gases and carbon dioxide:
consequences in 30 years - sea level rises of one
metre - the consequences for Netherlands.
Bangladesh. drowning the deltas.

The great extinctions - We are living through the
fastest geological change (and the most
catastrophic) the world has known in 2 billion years
- the twentieth century as a geological horizon.

The Delicate Balance - A section to discuss the
delicate, ecological balance we live in. On the one
hand, the magnitude of natural occurences is far
greater than human action (e.g. Mt. St. Helen,
Earthquakes, ec.), but at the same time, increasigly
some human actions can influence (e.g. CO2,
underground nuclear blasts. etc.)

SECTION II

Population and Consumption Outstrips Resources

Is Population the Problem? - In many DCs the
population will soon exceed the productive capacity
of the land. At the same time, the population
density of the Netherlands is higher than that of
India. How many people can the land support? is
there a limit to carrying capacity? How should
families, nations and the globe plan the size of
their families, nations etc.?

ANNEX 1
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Desertification - An old problem getting worse, not
just the existing deserts spreading, deserts can
start anywhere.

Dying out - What it is like to be human in
desertification. The end of the 1k people
(Turnbull) and other examples.

Mega city vital statistics - Everyday living in mega
city of 2000. Where they will be. The desirable
ant heap. The irreversible migration.

Key trends to crisis - Access to resources;
concentrtion of wealth and poverty; sustainability;
environment and conflict; marginalization of people
and countries.

SECTION lit

Success is possible

Some environmental problems have been recognized
and, by voluntary political action, dealt with, though
they were, in retrospect, the easy ones.

The Rivers - London's river, from stomach pump to
salmon - how it was done. The Cauyahuga. the Rhine.
the Meuse, Kawasaki City. etc. Facts. figures.
chronology.

The Lakes and Seas - Lake Erie, the fish return.
Lake Annecy. you can drink it. The Mediterranean,
an agreement in the world's most quarrelsome sea.
The Baltic. the Caribbean. UNEPt5 regional seas.

The Air - Particulates have been cut, clean air
acts, restrictions on fuels, US car exhaust
legislation.

The Tradition - Traditional societies lived in
harmony with nature (examples). This is not
possible any more (give some reasons). Yet, there
are things we can learn from them (which ones). How
can these be transferred into the 20th and 21st
centuries? (e.g. agriculture, energy, architecture,
medicine, etc.)



SECTION IV

The Only One Earth

The interconnections between countries due to trade,
communications, shared technology, international finance
and the development of world markets in energy.
commodities etc. means that a global system veering back
and forth between chaos and control does exist. Therefore
interdependency and environmental problems anywhere
virtually always have effects somewhere else. By the same
token the future will be a joint one - a common future.

The Global System - Trace the links - economic,
ecological, moral, political. Planetary efficiency
and effectiveness, sustainable development.

Goals for the 21st Century - Short, medium,
long-term strategies. Setting goals and
backcasting. Dealing with short term accounting;
uncertainty.

International Co-operation - The key issues:
national, regional, global. Special issues: the
seas, Antarctica. Experience to date with
international institutions. Breaking out of
existing patterns: dispute settlements, task sharing.

Food Security - Is the basic bottom line the land to
population ratio, or is it something more complex
than that? The evolution of African government's
rural policies under drought, IMF, technological
fashion influences. Important factors are:
cropland, access, subsidies, incentives, land
reform; forest land, marginal land, occupation,
control; erosion, why, who and how to stop it;
deserts, spread; acidification and the energy
connection; water supplies; fertilizer policy,
climatic change, genetic resources; etc.

Energy - Fuel wood; climatic change; acid rain; air
pollution; the energy transition; renewable energies.

Industry - Long term trends related to environment.
resources management and development. The evolution
of policies for the motor car and road system as the
hub of today's industrial economy. Structural
change, global distribution of many kinds of
industry, newly emerging technologies. Getting more
from less. Chemicals and hazardous waste.

Human Settlements - Options, are there any? The
forest agriculture connection. Urban transport.
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SECTION V

Managing the Planet

If the diagnosis and the common peril is agreed.
what can be done and when? What is required to manage the
planet. Monitoring to know what is really going on so
decisions are well based. Laws that are generally
observed, a massive communication and education effort so
that everyone, knowing why, will help, not impede, the
task. International action will need new and different
institutions and systems to finance international effort a
good deal better than those we have now.

Information

Communications

Education

Trade, investment, environment and development

International financial relations

Development assistance, environment and development

Financing environmental and development actions

Legal Scaffolding

Decision support systems

Global and regional institutions

Timetable for action

WO 290 e / e p
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-COMPLETE CATALOGUE FOR 1985/86-
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